Goal Working Group Design (DRAFT for discussion)
Design #1: New Group formed within each Goal

Participants

Meetings and
how they’ll work

Design #2: Build on an existing Group within each
Goal


A representative from each initiative within each goal
attends the Goal Working Group.

An existing initiative within each Goal is chosen to be
the Goal Working Group (i.e. Child Abuse Council is
chosen to be the Goal A Working Group)



Meetings are supplemented with outside support and
additional representatives from other initiatives within
that goal not represented on existing initiatives



This group meets six times during FY 2016-17



This group meets six times during FY 2016-17



Group meetings are facilitated to focus on the collective
impact strategies.





Between meetings, representatives report back to their
respective initiatives about work happening in the Goal
Group as well as bringing information from their
initiative to the Goal Group.

Between meetings, representatives report back to their
respective initiatives about work happening in the Goal
Group as well as bringing information from their
initiative to the Goal Group.



Between meetings, the existing initiative can continue
with its service delivery focus.



DRAFT Scope and Sequence (applies to both designs)
Meeting #

Notes and guiding questions

1) Data dive





Supported by the Data Working Group
Deep dive on the measures for this goal
Look at existing and planned data sources; discuss targets; and areas for greater focus.

2) Fiscal mapping




Supported by OCOF staff
Look at how resources are spent as it relates to this goal and the measures

3) Service delivery






Supported by Service Inventory Working Group
Review of services in this goal
Discuss ways to close gaps and reduce redundancies
Service inventory working group members bring a lens that spans across goals

4) Staff training




What training exists and where could we collaborate?
Where are the gaps given the measures?

5) Shared accountability



How can we hold ourselves accountable to deliver on these strategies and measures?

6) Data review and
recommendations




What are our key recommendations to the plan and progress report as it relates to our goal?
How have we done in making progress towards our measures and collective impact practices this year?

Discussion Questions:


Which design resonates more with you? Or do you have an alternative or hybrid?



What pieces do you want to keep? What would you add or delete?



Other probing questions:
o

Is there a natural “mega” group working on your goal?

o

What would support look like to enact these strategies?

o

Who/what entity makes sense to facilitate these discussions?

o

Where is this work already happening within your goal?

